
Minecraft: 10 Best Texture Packs For Java Edition
 
 
No one can deny that the classic look of Minecraft is great, but there's no harm in changing
things and spicing the game up every once in a while with resource packs and mods. It's the
modding community that has really helped to diversify the game and even pitch some ideas
to the original developers to improve the vanilla version further. 
 
 
RELATED: The 15 Best Texture Packs For Minecraft Bedrock Edition 
 
 
One of the best and easiest changes to make is to download a resource pack or a texture
pack, which can change the sounds and appearance of various blocks. Many of these texture
packs completely change how the game feels and plays out, and paired with a really good
shader, it can make Minecraft feel like a brand-new experience. minecraft servers While
there are thousands of texture packs, these ones are worth trying at least once. 
 
 
Jehkoba's Fantasy Pack 
 
 
One of the main issues with Minecraft is that many of its colors and textures look washed out
and stale. Jehkoba's Fantasy Pack actually restores the brightness and vibrancy into the
game's appearance without altering the actual blocks too drastically. 
 
 
This is more of a medieval-style fantasy pack, ideal for players who like to make traditional
builds and who are looking for a nice visual change for their fantasy RPG survival world.
Some of the more dramatic changes are found in glass panes and stone bricks, which have
some unique patterns. 
 
 
Sphax PureBDCraft 
 
 
Many texture packs introduce an extremely over-the-top cartoon-like appearance to the
world. Sphax PureBDCraft does this but in a more toned-down way. This includes changing
the appearance of mobs as well, who look much more interesting and expressive than
before. 
 
 
RELATED: 15 Things Beginners Should Do First When Starting Minecraft 
 
 
The colors are much more vibrant as well, giving you the illusion of living inside a cartoon
adventure. It definitely fits the blocky style of Minecraft, without being too abrasive and crazy. 
 
 

https://minecraftservers.pw/


NAPP 
 
 
NAPP is a bit of a special resource pack, mainly because it aspires to go above and beyond
by introducing a whole host of 3D effects into the world. This pack isn't really meant to be
played on, but rather for taking cool photos in-game. 
 
 
Blocks now have highly realistic three-dimensional details on them, rather than being
completely flat. For instance, cobblestone blocks will have each piece of cobble carved out
into a 3D shape. Needless to say, this isn't a choice for those with a mid or low-end PC, due
to how heavy it gets. The screenshot is courtesy of texture-packs.com. 
 
 
Coterie Craft 
 
 
If you'd like only a slight change towards something more medieval and realistic, Coterie
Craft does both at the same time. The blocks maintain largely the same appearance with
some minor textural tweaks, and planks in particular having a very different appearance to
their vanilla version. 
 
 
This isn't a dramatic change to the game, and maintains most of the original colors of
Minecraft as well. It's an ideal pick for anyone who loves vanilla, but wants a bit more out of
it. 
 
 
SummerFields 
 
 
A simple and smooth texture pack that has incredible details in trees and plants, in particular,
SummerFields is a perfect love letter for Minecraft's nature. If you'd like to see the forests
and plains of Minecraft in more vibrant and smoother shades, this is the texture pack for you. 
 
 
RELATED: Minecraft: How To Tame Every Animal You Can 
 
 
Many of the blocks look quite different, but the game is still recognizable at its core. It's
perfect for medieval fantasy RPG lovers in particular. The best part, however, is the detail
gone into leaf blocks, vines, and grass. 
 
 
Last Days 
 
 
If you've ever felt like Minecraft is too tame and green, and could benefit from an apocalypse
theme, Last Days is the perfect pack for you. This one is a complete change of blocks,



colors, and general atmosphere of the game, so much so that most items are almost
unrecognizable. 
 
 
This pack looks lovely in particular when paired with modpacks, but if you'd like to pretend
you're surviving in a post-apocalyptic world. Your game will never feel the same once this
texture pack is loaded in. 
 
 
Soartex Fanver 
 
 
A fan favorite, Soartex Fanver is one of the most comprehensive texture packs in the game
that also provides it with some much-needed realism and smoothness. The textures are very
high quality, and perhaps the biggest difference is the abundance of high-quality plant
textures. 
 
 
Even the most boring blocks like cobblestone and gravel are really made to shine in this pack
that's been beautifully shaded, without compromising the game's core color palette. It's a
solid choice for a variety of play styles. 
 
 
John Smith Legacy 
 
 
For adventure mode and maps and those who love medieval fantasy above all, the John
Smith Legacy texture pack is a high-quality option. Each texture looks dramatically different,
transporting the player into a Minecraft-version of The Witcher 3 or Skyrim. For builders, in
particular, this pack is a must-have. 
 
 
RELATED: Minecraft: 10 Examples Of Crazy Things You Can Build 
 
 
Each texture is extremely detailed, and is a unique take on their original block, with the
concept of medieval fantasy as the main inspiration. This pack has been a long-time favorite,
and will no doubt continue to dominate the rankings. 
 
 
FaithfulVenom 
 
 
During heydays, if Minecraft content creators like AntVenom defined the game's community
and its future. When Minecraft first went through its major sound and texture changes, it was
people like AntVenom who were there to enhance and preserve all the good things fans had
grown nostalgic about. 
 
 



This is why FaithfulVenom is such an excellent texture pack. It stays faithful to the vanilla
style of the game, while also making textures more high quality and detailed. As a bonus, it
also comes with some of the original sound effects that only original fans will remember. 
 
 
Chroma Hills 
 
 
Consistently one of the top-ranked texture packs, Chroma Hills saw a surge in popularity
thanks to the release of the RLCraft modpack. It's quite similar to the John Smith Legacy
pack and a bunch of other medieval fantasy-themed packs, but where Chroma Hills shines is
the sheer detail and realism aspect that other packs might lack. 
 
 
Some remarkable details include the new leaf blocks, as well as grass and flowers which are
completely renewed. Torches have realistic fire to tie the whole aesthetic together. If you love
the RPG aspect of Minecraft, this is the go-to pack for you. 


